WiMAX HAPS-Based
Downlink Performance
Employing Geometrical
and Statistical PropagationChannel Characteristics
Abstract
The evolution to a well-expected technology
in wireless-communications maturity is in progress.
Complementary applications are being suggested for such
purposes, which might be possibly effective from the
already ongoing research on high-altitude-platform systems.
Herein, we introduce a HAPS-based system for delivering
broadband communications intended to be operational at L
band. A physical-statistical channel model for the HAPSto-fixed-terrestrial terminal provision is derived from urban
geometrical radio-coverage considerations with a simple
diffraction theory. The stratospheric broadband channel
model is fulfilled with the two channel-state situations related
to the direct and specular rays, plus multipath. The first state
consists of predicting the performance for which the lineof-sight path can exist between HAPS and the still terminal
at street level. The second channel state refers to modeling
the statistical fading characteristics for the shadowing
condition. The system implementation is approximated
and analyzed by performing intensive simulation-aided
modeling. The proposed hypotheses use empirical data
derived from land-mobile-satellite communication-system
records. Because the systems require robust, reliable, and
future standardization results, IEEE 802.16™-2004 PHYlayer technical specifications are used to accomplish the
WiMAX HAPS-based downlink performance evaluation.

1. Introduction
A high-altitude-platform station (HAPS) is a standalone airship (or an airplane) stationed in the stratosphere at
about 17-25 km above the Earth’s surface. The expectation
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is to offer an alternative or complement to terrestrial and
satellite-based communication systems. HAPS is also
expected to make the most advantage of aforementioned
technologies. It is presumed to have the capability of carrying
a large variety of wireless-communications payloads
[1-4]. A viable and futuristic framework for the HAPS
telecommunications network architecture is displayed in
Figure 1.
Satellite systems possess many attractive features,
which are moderated by their disadvantages of large
propagation delays (MEO and GEO satellite cases), and
the unreliability of the satellite channel. Furthermore, the
LEO satellite system has a high complexity. To this end,
HAPs can be employed since they represent a solution
preserving most of the advantages of satellites, while
avoiding some of their drawbacks [5]. Looking at the
terrestrial components, it is difficult and economically
inefficient to cover remote and impenetrable areas with
terrestrial wireless, wired, or fiber networks. However,
HAPs constitute a real asset to wireless-infrastructure
operators for providing telecommunication services over
such areas [5]. In addition, two other applications of the
HAP in the end-to-end path can be identified [5]: HAPs
can be employed in isolation from any core networks to
connect private networks (such as corporate LANs), or to
provide trunk connections between core networks.
We now focus on the system’s performance evaluation.
For this, we intended to model the signal-processing actions
with a more real, reliable, and robust approach. We described
the signal-processing operations through a block diagram
comprising the transmitter, the channel, and the receiver.
As we focused on the impairments of the signal rather
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Figure 1. The exploratory
technology for deploying
commercial wireless communications and other
services using HAPS.

than those from processing in the transceiver, the channel
modeling was held as the main focus of our simulation work.
The distinction we could derive here is that such signal
processing was not highly precise, but it was worthwhile
for the performance-evaluation and regulation issues.
We introduced the HAPS analysis with the proposal
of modeling the stratospheric channel that would possibly
be appropriate for a HAPS communications-link approach.
For this, we required a controlled environment, in which
suitable equipment and techniques may be implemented
or be planned for testing. We have therefore considered
the design approach referring to the propagation effects,
with dependence on such a surrounding area for an end-toend communication link. Although there are two existing
impairment classes for the channel modeling, we have
herein concentrated only on a specific class. In our case,
the impairment class we refer to belongs to the channel
and service environment that includes propagation effects
of noise, fading, and shadowing. Atmospheric effects were
neither considered from the stratospheric altitude nor for
the considered operating frequency band. The remaining
second class of impairments (i.e., phase noise and offset,
channel nonlinearities, adjacent/co-channel interference,
and HAPS/terminal motion) was not considered in our
analysis, being considered for future analytical approaches.
Even though there are a lot of references for wirelesschannel characterization dedicated to conventional
terrestrial and satellite links, specific conditions in the
stratospheric outdoor geometry require further investigation
for the particular HAP-based system application. We state
that there are a couple of radio-link types between the HAPS
payload and the ground equipment: the gateway and the
service link. For our case, we focused on the service link,
where communications can occur between HAPS and the
terrestrial still terminal in a cellular configuration mode.
The
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The terrestrial terminals were described as being
inside the urban zone, or urban area coverage (UAC)
[6]. In this, we put into practice an important method of
having urban coverage to the receiver antenna above, on,
or below roof level. This work dealt specifically with the
examination of a communication-link approach, with
the physical characteristics presented in terms of the
unobstructed or built-up conditions at a specific elevation
angle,  , in which land-mobile satellite system (LMSS)
research deployment and measurements were adopted to
our HAPS proposal. The rationale behind such a proposed
selection was remarked on in [7-8]. Propagation for HAPS
communications behaves practically in the same manner
as for the land-mobile satellite system case where similar
elevation angles can be used. However, a difference is the
link length, which sets the free-space loss reference level. It
is also very distinctive that the land-mobile satellite system
or HAPS channel was compared to the model where only a
single distribution (or one single channel state) can no longer
describe its behavior. HAPS and satellite communications
were determined by more than two conditions of the radio
link (e.g., the link being available when there was line of
sight, or otherwise being in the unavailable shadowing/
blockage case). Accordingly, we have also come to terms
for the HAPS/satellite in which the channel model can
be chiefly characterized by the geometry statistics of the
terrestrial terminal environment.
We now emphasize the advantage and application
for the two considered statistical and site-specific model
categories. The assumed physical environment is open to
reflection, scattering, and diffraction, thus path loss via
base ray tracing was conceived. The case of the ray-tracing
application resulted from the strategy to offer a path-loss
formulation by assuming a finite number of reflectors. A
reflector was considered as another source of signal, and
the resultant signal at the receiver was the sum of signals
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coming from all such sources with different distances and
altered antenna fields. On the other hand, statistical/empirical
modeling was carried out to provide an accurate formulation
demanded by complex broadband communications, as well
as to give an approach to low-computational-cost but robust
channel modeling under urban conditions with appropriate
records from the field.
Moreover, it seems that HAPS systems will operate
in bands below 10 GHz, where shadowing/blockage plus
multipath effects are dominant. Systems operating in these
bands will most probably be based on a multi-carrier physical
layer, such as that proposed in the WiMAX standard for the
lower frequency bands. Hence, the pertinent HAPS-based
system was evaluated under the adaptive parameters of the
IEEE 802.16-2004 standard [9]. The frequency band of
1.820 GHz was used in our proposal to become the closest
and a desirable approach to a representation of the 2 GHz
band, over which the ITU has allocated the application of
FBWA and next-generation mobile communications [6]
based on a stratospheric platform using IMT-2000/IMTAdvanced technologies [10]. The thinking is to employ
HAPS to supply flexible high-speed last-mile WiMAX
provisions, with a rapid-deployment cost-effective wireless
solution. It is also to have the HAPS application provide
higher quality than satellite communications, with a lower
propagation delay/distance and a more extensive area to
cover than the terrestrial wireless system, the radio link
of which is mostly blocked by terrestrial structures and
vegetation.

Assuming that the Earth’s surface has a perfect
spherical shape, the arc AC indicates the radius of the
coverage from the HAP on the ground, expressed by the
following equation:

AC   Earth rEarth ;

(3)

Let us consider the triangle OAB. The total internal
angle of the triangle is 180°, so the angle  Earth satisfies
the equation

 Earth  90   Earth   Earth .

(4)

After substitutions, we are able to rewrite the radius
of the HAPS’ area coverage as follows:

rEarth


RHAPS  rEarth cos 1 
cos  Earth 
r

r
 Earth HAPS



 Earth  .


(5)

4
rEarth  6378 km was used, instead of only the effective
3
Earth’s radius
of 6378 km. This was done to consider
atmospheric refraction that causes bending of the radio
wave’s path, and to compensate for the geometry at the
time of linear propagation.

Finally, the overall examined system performance was
evaluated in terms of the average bit-error rate (BER), based
on the proposed stratospheric-channel model and HAPS
scenario. The system approach was based on computeraided predictions (using MATLAB® software).

2. HAPS-Based System Scenario
and Precursory Specifications
We looked at the global system geometry before its
evaluation, so that the differences with respect to other
radio systems could be clearly established [5, 11]. The
global geometry can be represented as in Figure 2 for the
HAPS-based system. This involves the Earth’s curvature;
a fixed position at an altitude rHAPS over the point C; and
a direct path illuminating the fixed ground terminal with
an elevation angle  Earth . Point O represents the Earth’s
center, and rEarth is the Earth’s radius. The following
expression follows from the principles of trigonometry:

OA
OB
OB


,
sin  Earth sin  90   Earth  cos  Earth
so
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sin  Earth 

rEarth
cos  Earth .
rEarth  rHAPS

(1)

Figure 2. An early geometry of the HAPS-based
proposal (not to scale) [6, 13, 14].

(2)
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Regarding the above geometrical analysis, a HAPS
at an altitude of 21 km has the capability of covering an
area on the ground up to 419.6 km in diameter for 5° of
elevation angle.

3. Performance Prediction
3.1 Preliminaries
An adequate HAPS-based radio-propagation channel
model was developed. The geometry approach in Figures
1-4 was presumed, with elemental rays (or echoes) for the
purpose of defining the channel conditions. At this stage,
the stratospheric propagation link was established so as
not to introduce other atmospheric mitigating factors, such
as atmospheric refraction, precipitation (rain, fog, snow),
cloud cover, and to not result in additional loss of the signal.
Two radio-propagation channel conditions were
defined for the specific urban-area coverage. The first
condition belongs to the line-of-sight situation, and the
second belongs to the log-normal shadowing situation. For
both situations, we needed to seize the pertinent propagation
parameters for the “stratospheric habitat,” considering the
signal attenuation as a random process due to fast and slow
fading variations arising from the channel’s condition.
The extrapolation effort for the satellite-to-HAPS-based
system scenario was assumed for the complex urban scenario,
and to connect in appropriate fashion to the HAPS-to-ground
design and solution. “Multi-mode channel-state modeling” in
our case does not stand for the representation of the channel
transitions between states (or non-stationary process).
We assessed two proper single statistical processes that
reviewed two independent stationary single-mode channelstate models occurring in the metropolitan scenario. For
these, the state-oriented channel modeling was based on
empirical land-mobile satellite system models to produce
the approach to HAPS behavior. No possible extensions to
an adaptable mobile scenario were used, due to the need for
extensive HAPS communication measurement campaigns,
or some extended approach from the satellite-based systems
(e.g., by using the already proposed scheme of a multi-state
chain process), referring us to mobility from the ground
terminal and the platform, as well.
The HAPS-based system can have a higher line-ofsight probability because of the considerations of being
an ultra-high-altitude tower, compared with a terrestrial
tower. As a result, HAPS can easily provide line-of-sight
communication at high  , where the links are relatively
free of the influence of obstacles. Generally, the probabilities
of having a line-of-sight path can be described by larger
values of  (  40 ), and a shadowing path by lower values
of  (  40 ), which would result in a high probability of
the shadowing state. Nevertheless, when HAPS is used to
serve an urban environmental area, buildings can stand – or
even there could be skyscraper – where the condition of a
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line-of-sight path would be very difficult to have. In our
case, since we have a heavily built-up area coverage, the
shadowed region seemed large and was the most-severe
attenuation factor. Shadowing-power attenuation was thus
considered as another attenuation factor, in addition to the
attenuation due to path loss. We remark that if a hillock
appears in the radio-communication path, shadowing will
be avoided and diffraction will instead appear.
Moreover, the determined signal transmission
between HAPS and the ground terminal generally takes
place via many paths, and the variation of  can define
this. This last categorization might include one direct ray
and the potential remaining multipath rays: line of sight,
a single reflection from a building, a single reflection
from the street, a double reflection from the building to
the street, a double reflection from building to building,
diffraction from the rooftop of a building, diffraction
from a rooftop and a single reflection from a building,
diffraction from a rooftop and a single reflection from
the street, and diffraction from a rooftop and a double
reflection from a building to the street. Rays outside the
mentioned categories can be assumed to leave the original
target. Since all surfaces in real propagation environments
are finite, edges and corners also have to be considered. In
our case, the situation called diffraction can occur when a
large body obstructs the radio path between the transmitter
and the receiver, causing secondary waves to be formed
behind the obstructing body that continue to propagate
towards the receiver.
The relevant model, with specific details of the building
allocation, trees, etc., for the metropolitan environment,
gives the signal-information approach. This sorts out an
explicit ray-tracing solution for the electromagnetic wave’s
status that does not require a great deal of measurement
data. It is a relatively generic channel model, which can be
used for simulations.
The implementation of the ray-tracing algorithm in
our system with relative large d corresponded to the tworay model. As the stationary receiver was considered to be
a gadget, station, or some small hardware for easy setup/
deployment, and equipped with a low-gain antenna, the
arrival rays collected by the terrestrial antenna included
two coherent components. These were a direct path (a
significant portion of the total energy arrives at the receiver
by way of a direct wave), and a specular reflected path
(the remaining power of the transmitted signal) – plus the
diffuse components (many randomly scattered rays) [15].
In further detail, the frequently reflected path from the
ground in satellite-based communications design was not
proper in our HAPS-based communications interpretation.
This was in a little contrast to the conventional non-mobile
HAPS-to-ground link, carrying equipment including highgain antennas at the receiver, which could completely reject
both specular and diffuse components and collect only the
direct path. The contribution of the wave reflected from
building structures was considered, as well as possibly from
trees nearby the receiver. Echoes that properly intersect
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with the receiver were next analyzed. The power-delay
profile (PDP) estimation was developed by mapping the
power of the different rays with respect to the delaytime information [16, 17]. The diffuse components were
considered to arrive at an elevation angle near 0° with
uniformly distributed phase, with amplitude statistically
described by a Rayleigh distribution, and a maximum
Doppler spectrum of 2vT  (denoting the small existing
motion and the carrier wavelength, respectively). Thus, the
approach of the aforementioned method considered the set
of rays originating from the same source and reflected from
the same set of surfaces to be part of the same wavefront.
We refer now to the connection of our proposed
model to those with the closest relationship: the so-called
(geometrical) single-bounce model, or other similar
research (e.g., a circular straight cone geometry, or a
three-dimensional ellipsoid propagation model). We refer
specifically to distinctions for the specular reflection echo
(single-bounce path) and the corresponding delay spread.
We differed from those already established models by
approaching the probability of the specular-ray’s existence
by means of the building blockage inside the impaired
scatterer topography, resulting in a nonuniform coverage
over the receiver. That is, we considered that the specular
reflection ray came from a near scatterer with irregular
environment volume, and not uniformly distributed in
space to the receiver. We can add that the scattering loss
that depended on the material of the structures was not
totally clarified. Hence, power delay or other related angle
calculations for the arrival rays were expressed differently
from ours, because of different assumptions.
Eventually, we can remember that the product of the
antenna fields for the corresponding peers is important in
determining the received power. In the receiver’s antenna,
following the induction of electric currents created by the
wave’s arrival, the energy in our operating frequency band
was directly coupled to antenna size. Equally, antenna size
was directly coupled to the field’s wavelength (  ), which
was basically inversely proportional to the carrier frequency
(   c f c ). In other words, the higher the frequency, the
smaller the antenna size. Hence, the antenna characteristics
[11, 18] used during the analysis could have played an
important role in affecting the performance outcome.
Nevertheless, idealist for antennae comes for our whole
analysis. Since we considered idealisms for the antenna
onboard the platform, we used an ideal antenna pattern
adopted for the HAPS application (denoted by the possible
use of smart antennae or antenna arrays) and with a zero-

dBi-gain omnidirectional antenna at the receiver terminal.
Local mean received power (the local mean of the signals
received) was thus directly dependent on  and on the
transmitted power. Using a presumed omnidirectional
antenna had the relevant aspect for our design of having
the multipath power contribution be much higher than the
use of a directional antenna.

3.2 Stratospheric Propagation
Premises
The overall representation for the HAPS-channel
modeling has been taken as the equivalent complex channel
impulse response (CIR) expression [19]:
c ( , t )  LfCS  t h  , t  ,

(6)

where the first factor represents the long-term
situation, and the second factor accounts for the shortterm situation. Equation (6) is valid for values greater than
1 km, where L is the mean loss, and fCS  t  belongs to the
channel-state situation. For example, for the shadowing
state (in the locality of the receiver) through time t, the
function can be modeled as a Gaussian variable with 0 dB
mean and a standard deviation (the log-normal model).
In order to model the single HAPS-to-terminal
channel propagation for optimization, our design was
comprised of two cascaded stages (see Figure 3a). These
were associated with the HAPS-to-ground path (HAP
process) and with the effects surrounding the terrestrial
terminal that are relative to its neighboring scatterers
(terrestrial process):
PL  PLHAPS  PLTerrestrial ,

(7)

For this – and considering similarities to land-mobile
satellite systems – free-space attenuation and multipath
fading effects counted for the major fading factors for our
proposal.
From the entire model available for propagationloss predictions – either for terrestrial or satellite-based
applications – in our case, for the HAPS-based system, a
general theoretical equation can be given as
PLtotal  PLFSPL  PLshadowing  PL fading ,

(8)

Figure 3a. A representation of stratospheric channel modeling proposal.
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Figure 3b. An idealized urban built-up geometry for the radio-propagation model for downlink
HAPS-based communications (not to scale).

where PLtotal is the total propagation loss, PLFSPL
represents the free-space path loss as a function of the
transmitter-receiver separation distance, PLshadowing
denotes the shadowing loss, and PL fading is the local
fading loss.
HAPS has been considered to be an extremely tall
base station that can present a propagation path consisting of
the free-space loss, diffraction from a rooftop, and multiple
reflections from nearby buildings. Thereafter, based on
Equation (7) and the theoretical propagation loss, the HAPSbased communications path loss can be represented as the
sum of the free-space loss (FSL), the rooftop scattering loss
(RSL), and the multiple-screen diffraction loss (MSDL).
We thus supposed the total propagation loss to be powersummed, since it was desired to predict the local median
value. The received power can be obtained from

where  is the wavelength in meters, and d represents
the transmitter-receiver distance. The free-space loss
equation is only a valid predictor for values of d HAPS that
are in the far field of the transmitting antenna:
2
2
d HAPS  RHAPS
 rHAPS
.

(11)

Now, the diffraction from the rooftop down to the
street level (as shown in Figure 3b) leads to an excess loss
at the ground terminal, T, expressed by

PL  PLHAPS , FSL  PLTerrestrial , RSL  PLTerrestrial , MSDL .(9)

The formulation for the free-space path loss is
dedicated to the line-of-sight (LOS) case in which there
is only one direct path from transmitter to receiver. The
free-space path loss depends only on the frequency and
the separation distance between transceivers, as typically
expressed by the fixed quantity
PLHAPS , FSL  10 log10

The





4 ·d HAPS



2

[dB],
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Figure 3c. The geometry for the radio propagation model at street level.
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PLTerrestrial , RSL

   , PL



1
 min 10 log10  2

2

 2 rRSL

2



EPLMRB  ,(12)



where PLEPLMRB is the excess propagation loss due
to multiple reflections from the buildings’ walls along
the street and surrounding T. From Equation (12) and
Figure (3c), it can be shown that

  tan 1

hbuilding
 ,
x1

2
2
rRSL  hbuilding
 xTB
1 ,

(13)

x1  xTB1 , hbuilding cot   xTB1 ,

x1  0 , hbuilding cot   xTB1 ,
where hbuilding is the difference between the height
of the building and the terrestrial terminal’s height, xTB1
is the horizontal distance between the terminal and the
diffraction edge (shadow), and xBB is the width between
the supposed buildings at both sides of the street.
For this scenario, xTB1 is given by
x

xTB1  min  BB , hbuilding cot   ,
 2


(14)

with the second term, hbuilding cot  being the width
of the building’s shadow cast onto the street level. When
 is close to 90º, shadowing is narrow, and the rooftop
diffraction loss is relatively small. In the case of a smaller
 , the rooftop diffraction loss might be very high, and the
user terminal would receive multiple reflection signals from
the sides of nearby buildings. The condition for multiple
side reflections is satisfied if
xBB  hbuilding cot  .

(15)

The number of reflections, N RB , caused by when
rooftop diffraction has occurred (from the opposite building
on the other side of street) can be estimated by
 hbuilding

N RB  int 
 1 ,
x
cot

 BB
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(16)

where the function int   means the largest integer
that is smaller than or equal to the variable inside. The
excess propagation loss due to reflection can thus be
computed if the incident angle and the real and imaginary
parts of the dielectric constant of the building material are
known. However, except for “grazing” reflection, where
the signal essentially propagates parallel to the building’s
surface, the excess loss can be taken to be  10 dB. The
multiple reflection loss is
PLEPLMRB  10 N RB .

(17)

Subsequently, we can speculate that the rooftop
diffraction loss can be typically of the order of 10 to 40 dB,
meaning that more power is needed for communications
between a terminal and HAPS in the shady area. In addition to
this, it is also possible to assume that at most two reflections
must take place before the signal can reach the terminal
(one of them must be a reflection from the ground, which
is disregarded in our model). Let us take a reference from
an example of a typical urban built-up situation. Both the
street width and the building height are of the order of
25 m or greater. Accordingly, N RB does not exceed two
until  is below 19°, i.e., in an urban or suburban area
with low building (building heights lower than 10 m and
street widths of around 35 m),  would be less than 5.5º
before N RB becomes greater than two. Consequently, at
different greater  values and coverage areas, the excess
loss should be of the order of 20 dB or less. Moreover, we
can mention that in the region of typical residential areas,
outdoor radio propagation is dominated by line-of-sight
propagation and rooftop diffraction. The absence of multiple
reflections means that the terminal on the shady side will
have to rely on rooftop diffraction to provide coverage, and
it is very significant that multiple reflections could be rarely
effective because of the inter-built-up distances.
Moving to the next parameter, multiple-screen
diffraction loss – which differs from the multiple-screen
diffraction loss of the traditional radio tower ground base
station – we assumed that the data link transmission passes
a row of buildings until reaching the last structure next to
the terrestrial terminal. Multiple-screen diffraction loss
can thus take the following general form:

 

PLTerrestrial , MSDL  10 log10 Q 2 ,

(18)

In the HAPS case, the factor Q depends on  relative
to the location of the terminal. For most elevation angles,
PLTerrestrial , MSDL is essentially zero. At very small  ,
PLTerrestrial , MSDL increases rapidly. At zero elevation angle,
PLTerrestrial , MSDL becomes arbitrarily large, so that only
line-of-sight propagation is practically possible. We can
examine and apply the case of multiple-screen diffraction
for  with values greater than 3º. From the consideration
of diffraction fringes between two successive screens, we
are led to the following dimensionless variable:
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  tan 

xBB cos 



,

(19)

which corresponds roughly to  being greater than
one (for typical average building separations of about
50 m), and the multiple-screen diffraction loss becomes
effectively zero. For this reason and because of the long
coverage distance from HAPS, multiple-screen diffraction
is not a significant loss factor in the main HAPS service
area (we would say at values around and greater than 45º).
After these last definitions, in our case, the feasible
total transmission loss becomes

2

 

PL |shadowing  10 log10 
 
 4 d HAPS  



2


 1  ,
 min 10 log10 
 2  
 2 2 r

RSL


 hbuilding
 
10int 
 1 ,
 xBB tan   

(20)

2

 

 .
PL |LOS  10 log10 

 4 d HAPS  

Further, we obtained further improvements in our
system, covering the topic of prediction models of radio
wave propagation in built-up areas, to explicitly take into
account building diffraction effects to improve accuracy.
At this point, we recapitulate some terminology.
The presumed built-up model has been found useful
for a real-case approach where the positions of individual
buildings were certainly unknown, but where some estimates
of the mean building height and spacing were available.
The allocation of the buildings on the ground, between the
HAPS-nadir point and the receiver, were of approximately
uniform height and spacing, even if there were a large
number of them. It was assumed that the average building
height was 20 m, having an approximation to the Rayleigh
distribution. This resulted in a situation where the probability
of the line-of-sight state would go down if the average
building height increased. The inter-building street width
was assumed to be equal to or slightly wider than a real
average street width, and a constant mean inter-building
spacing, xbuilding (or xBB ) was assumed. Referring to the
receiver, it was located in a position where it was surrounded
by buildings on the right and left sides along the street. The
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receiver was assumed to be least 1 m in height. It could be
located at some point across the width of the street, and not
necessarily in the middle of the two surrounding buildings.
A solution for diffraction modeling purposes was
therefore obtained. Buildings were conventionally viewed
as parallel absorbing half planes (knife edges), located at
the peak of the building’s rooftop [20] (see Figure 3b).
The attenuation function was provided from the complete
solution to the problem of multiple collinear knife-edge
diffraction with an arbitrary number of edges. The solution
focused on the particular resolution for the multiple-edge
diffraction integral from Vogler’s model, utilizing a method
of repeated approximation for the resulting integral equation
[20]. The terrestrial antenna was placed at an arbitrary height,
and located some distance away from the row-building’s
edges. The field was computed at a reference point located
at the rooftop of the final building. The field strength at
street level was then calculated by a simple single-plane
approximation for each of the rays arriving at the receiver.
The solution was uniformly valid, so that the source point
could be above, level with, or below the diffraction-edge
height. It was equally possible to easily apply it to a small
or large number of edges.
From the shadowing attenuation theory, a more
complete received power approach can be calculated.
The condition is now clearly defined for a single knifeedge diffraction attenuation at the rooftop of the closest
building to the ground terminal. This model, proper in the
line-of-sight and shady circumstances, allowed us to make
predictions where direct measurements were unavailable,
and where existing land-mobile satellite system records
could be adopted [8, 20].
For the obstructed condition, we assumed the
attenuation from the free-space field to be determined by
the two practical diffracted and reflection diffracted rays
(triggered by the building opposite to the main building),
which were combined with random phase at the receiver:
PLTerrestrial , DS
 PLHAPS , FSL A2 DLOS    2 A2 DSR  , (21)
where  is the loss because of reflection, including
effects due to polarization, surface roughness, and the
material’s reflection coefficient. Furthermore,
A DLOS   12 F DLOS  e  j

A DSR   12 F DSR  e  j

4

4

 12 ,

(22)

 12 ,

where F is the complex Fresnel integral,
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F D   C D   jS D  .

(23)
d SR

The Fresnel diffraction parameters for the diffracted
ray and for the reflection diffracted ray are given by



 xTB1
 hbuilding

DLOS    2  tan 1 


 2 xTB1

, (24)
  




  2 xBB  xTB1 
 sin  cos  ; 0    

.

  xBB  xTB1  ;      0
 sin  cos 

The diffracted ray power was then expressed in terms
of the Fresnel cosine, C   , and sine, S   , integrals:
P    12  12  C 2    C    S 2    S    . (29)






 2 xbuilding  xTB1 
  
hbuilding




DSR    2  tan 1 




2 2 xbuilding  xTB1



The latter expressions were assumed to have HAPSto-building distances very much greater than the buildingto-terminal distances. It was also supposed that only one
building contributed to the diffraction process. This meant
that the higher the building height was, the more it would
count for the shadowing-case attenuation.

.

In due course, for the line-of-sight condition, we
power-summed the respective direct and specular reflection
rays:
PLTerrestrial , DD  P LOS    2 P SR  ,

(25)

with the diffraction parameters defined for the direct,

LOS , and reflected, SR , rays as

LOS   hbuilding  hLOS 

SR   hbuilding  hSR 

2

 d LOS

2

 d SR

,

,

(26)

The typical extent of vegetation areas in cities is
generally too small, but realistically it exists. A similar
analysis was been applied to potential shadowing by trees
rather than buildings, and the explanation is as follows.
In our case, the effect of foliage was considered
by adding contributions from the penetration through
vegetation (empirical approach), and diffraction over
vegetation effects [35]. The foliage accounted for leaves very
thin from real vegetation canopies behaving like Rayleigh
scatterers, without considering the influence of the stem
and moisture. The diffraction over the greenery was thus
specifically modeled by a single knife-edge diffraction at
1.2 m average height. Penetration through the greenery was
defined to be feasible with 5 dB, by the following approach:

(27)

n

PLTerrestrial , foliage  g  li [db],

where

hLOS

xTB1 tan 

hterminal  sin  ; 0    

,
 x  x  tan 
h
;     0
 BB TB1
terminal

sin 

d LOS

hSR
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(30)

i 1

 xTB1
 sin  cos  ; 0    

,
  xBB  xTB1  ;      0
 sin  cos 

where g  0.2 dB/m, and li stands for the longitude
of the ith vegetative area. This was taken as an alternate
arrangement, with n  5 greenery areas of 5 m in longitude
for each one, and they were located through the signal
transmission path.

3.3 Channel Characterization
(28)


 2 xBB  xTB1  tan 
; 0 
hterminal 
sin 

,

 xBB  xTB1  tan 
h
;     0
 terminal 
sin 

All of these models could certainly be used to predict
the narrowband characteristics. In order to acquire the right
predictions for the signal for the broadband case – without
requiring in-depth usage of site-specific information, and
gaining time in the computation – a more promising approach
of characterization of the delay spread and fading statistics
must keep the system performance conjecture within a
small margin error.
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Figure 4. Based on the HAPS
channel conditions and the presence or absence of smooth and
rough outdoor surfaces, profiles
of direct and specular reflection
paths plus multipath in the urban
built-up area are manifested.

In this proposal, a viable model was useful for
developing the information regarding the broadband
characteristics by means of the propagation prediction using
the echo/ray terminology at local levels of T surroundings.
Scattering occurred due to the radio wave infringing on a
large rough surface (or on dense foliage) that caused the
(reflected) rays to spread out in various directions, or due to
the motion of objects nearly surrounding the terminal. The
proposed propagation model was theoretically based on the
geometrical features of the built-up structures surrounding
the ground terminal. It was expanded with statistical
estimation from the land-mobile satellite system channel
model, in order to estimate the system’s field capacity. The
predictions were realized to be fairly different from those
of the terrestrial channel, but rather similar to the satellite
channel.
The evaluation of the downlink performance
using the HAPS-communications channel necessarily
requires a fading mitigation technique (i.e., in our
analysis the use of coded orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (COFDM) [23-24] was proposed, aiming a the
standardization of the ITU administration under the IMT2000 and IEEE frameworks) to ensure the channel quality
being above a minimum level of performance. In our case,
the performance evaluation was expressed in terms of the
achievable bit-error rate (BER). The evaluation was able
to carry broadband and other communications services at
different information bit rates (allowing adaptability of the
system to on-demand circumstances). It is important that
we recall certain system characterizations from the research
presented in [25, 26]. The channel modeling representation
was treated with some similarities from these studies. The
model was conformed to the hypotheses of a direct ray
and a specular-reflection ray (a reflected signal caused
by a “reflection body” inside the small vicinity of the
receiver), plus multipath from two such main rays. These
corresponded to and were added for the characterization
of the already considered channel states of shadowing and
unobstructed path, with a log-normal distribution [27]
and a Rice distribution [28], respectively. The practical
infrastructure is represented in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
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Previously, we introduced that the ray components
of the radio signal can establish the signal attenuation for
a deterministic channel. In our case, the channel is time
varying. Such statistical properties were analyzed with
the Bello functions [29] as the base of our short-termvariation modeling. We reorganized the latter statistical
characterization and simplified the channel to the WSSUS

Figure 5. The simulation control for the overall
stratospheric broadband channel modeling pro-
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Figure 6a. An illustrative representation of the broadband channel modeling
simulator for the physical echoes and
multipath fading [8, 25, 26].

function, as shown in Figure 6, with a tapped-delay-line
model of 11 bins.
In the last account, broadband characterization was
not completely acquired, even using the characterization
from [25, 26] and their references. Herein, our system
exigencies claim further accurate signal predictions related
to achieving a smaller margin of error.
Once we declared the major parameters and that the
receiver had an elevation angle less than 45º, the significant
parameter of the shadowing effect was taken to be a time
sharing of shadowing of the order of 50%. Attending to this
last topic, we can present one more analysis to be counted
for performance in the shadowing channel condition in
terms of visibility and building-height distribution.
Visibility was supposed to be the probability of the
channel of having a line-of-sight situation at each elevation
angle and within 360º of the azimuth angle  (a variable
referenced in Figure 3c). Thus, the equation for visibility
was based closely on the significances of  and  [13, 30]:

 sin  0.01 ;   0º

pvis   ,    
, (31)
sin 
 sin  
;   30º , 60º ,90º
where  was  10 for line of sight and  75
for shadowing.   0 in the negative z-axis direction
and   90 in the negative x-axis direction, as shown in
Figure 1. The visibility was respectively in agreement with
the direct path at   0 and the shadowing situation being
an increasing function following high  . At this point, we
can say that the propagation impairments for the line-ofsight situation went along with the variations in  . In the
obstructed situation, different values of  resulted in different
fading, because of the dominant multipath power variations,
with worse effects at   45 . The potentially worst case
occurred when   90 , for which a distributed Rayleigh
characterization was roughly an adequate approach.
We can state that the ray was also judged [20, 21] to
be shadowed when the building height, hmbh , exceeded
some threshold height, hthreshold , relative to the point of
the direct ray’s height. The shadowing probability term,
Pbuilding , was expressed by the probability density function
(PDF) of the building height, pbuilding  hmbh  :

Figure 6b. A channel-state diagram
of the broadband
channel modeling
simulator for the
physical echoes and
multipath fading [8,
25, 26].
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Figure 6c. A multipath block
diagram of the broadband channel modeling simulator for the
physical echoes and multipath
fading [8, 25, 26].

Pbuilding  P  hmbh  hthreshold 






hthreshold was thus obtained as
hthreshold  hLOS  0.7 RFZ , LOS .

pbuilding  hmbh  dhmbh .

(32)
Subsequently, the functional approaches adopted for
the shadowing and line-of-sight cases can be described as

hbuilding

It was then necessary to seek a suitable form for
pbuilding  hmbh  fitting a Rayleigh distribution with the
parameter  building . The fit was acceptable, although the
Rayleigh distribution tended to overemphasize the effects
of the building’s height. The Rayleigh distribution has the
particular advantage in our scheme of being of analytic
simplicity. Besides, in the cases where an explicit distribution
for the building height was unavailable, the parameter
 building can be related to a qualitative classification of
the environmental situation. Afterwards, Pbuilding is


Pbuilding 



hmbh

e

hmbh
2
 building

 h

 h
e

2
threshold

mbh

2
2 building

2
2 building

 dh

mbh

(33)

.

The simplest definition of hthreshold was obtained by
considering the geometrical block to be represented by the
building’s face, i.e., hthreshould  hLOS , which was defined
as the height of the direct ray above the building’s face
relative to the local ground level. In a more-sophisticated
approach, the shadowing was considered to occur whenever
a significant proportion (say 0.7) of the first Fresnel zone
radius, RFZ , LOS , of the direct ray was obscured by the
building. This case was not considered for the specular
reflected ray version. Given that the distance between the
HAPS and the building was much greater than the buildingto-terminal distance, RFZ , LOS was given by
RFZ , LOS 

The

 xTB1
.
sin  cos 

(35)

(34)
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fCS  r  |shadowing  pvis   ,   Pbuilding f shadowing (r ) ,
fCS  r  |LOS  pvis   ,   f LOS (r )

(36)

Furthermore, other remaining fading factors have
been missed in the HAPS literature. The considerations for
these significant impairments were reached as following.
In a certain manner, the multipath has a dependence
on the carrier wavelength,  . For our concise situation,
the front-edge wave was contemplated as a reflection from
an obstacle or object, if this was smooth and its dimension
was large enough compared to  . In other words, a smooth
facade with large proportions compared to  tends to be
a specular reflector, which acts in a manner similar to a
mirror. On the other hand, isolated objects with minor size
or of size comparable to  cause dispersion of the energy.
Consequently, the importance of defining a smooth or rough
surface was relevant to the current analysis. The Rayleigh
criterion was used, interpreting a height, hH , which should
not exceed a critical height of approximately of 2 to 11 cm
in our case, as a function of the angle of incidence and  .
Accordingly, assumptions for the exterior surfaces of
the buildings along the street were made. The majority were
taken to consist of brick, stone, or concrete, with many glass
windows. These types of surfaces have a poor reflection
coefficient at normal incidence, primarily due to the surface
roughness and irregularities that are sizeable relative to
the RF wavelength. However, at grazing incidence, the
surface appears smooth, and its reflection coefficient
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becomes highest. The Rayleigh criterion, hH   8cos  
, determined if a surface was considered smooth, with 
being the angle of incidence, and hH being the height of
the surface irregularity. In our analysis,   8 (or greater)
was a realistic angle.

delay of the reflection path (as shown in Figure 4) was
determined by
 srp   B   A

In addition to this last consideration, the roughness
effects also had an influence on the coherent and specular
paths by means of the Rayleigh factor:
4 H cos   

(37)
  e  1
,

 2

where  H is the standard deviation of the surface
roughness. A major weakness in the reflection power of the
specular path was deduced with such a factor.
We defined right away that signals traveled at a finite
speed. Therefore, an upper limit was defined by the speed
of light at the receiver sensing a time delay, t , related to
the propagation speed and the distance, d: t  d c . This
was chiefly evidenced in the specular reflection path term
used. This was also conditioned to the term found for the
horizontal distance, rsrp , a distance from the “reflection
body” to the receiver, and  . Ergo, the physical space

Figure 7a. As a result of intensive simulations, the WiMAX
HAPS-based downlink performance evaluation approach
(based on the so-called stratospheric state-oriented channel
modeling) is shown for the building-shadowed path. Analyses
comprise the geometrical and statistical channel propagation
characteristics plus the standardization application by means
of the IEEE Std 802.16 WirelessMAN-OFDM air-interface
(Fixed-WiMAX).
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 1c  
 

1
c

 d srp  d HAPS 

 rsrp  RHAPS 

2

(38)



2
 rHAPS
 rsrp    d HAPS  .



We have that rsrp  RHAPS ; c is the speed of light;
d srp is the distance from HAPS to the “reflection body”
for the specular reflection path; and  A and  B are the
arrival delays from HAPS to the terminal for the direct and
specular paths, respectively.
The possible attenuation for such a specular reflection
path was evaluated from
 d srp 
Lsrp , FSL  10 log10 
 [dB].
 d HAPS 

(39)

Figure 7b. As a result of intensive simulations, the WiMAX
HAPS-based downlink performance evaluation approach
(based on the so-called stratospheric state-oriented channel
modeling) is shown for the built-up environment direct path.
Analyses comprise the geometrical and statistical channel
propagation characteristics plus the standardization application by means of the IEEE Std 802.16 WirelessMAN-OFDM
air-interface (Fixed-WiMAX).
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4. Performance Results and
Discussion
The HAPS-based model was analyzed by means of
intensive MATLAB-based simulations [31] in the frequency
band of 1.820 GHz, following the considerations of IEEE
Std 802.16-2004 for the IMT-2000 agenda. We considered
a realistic situation, where HAPS provides broadband
communications as a fixed wireless-access alternative for the
standardization regime. The performance achieved results
were qualitatively reasonable, as illustrated in Figure 7 for
the specific HAPS-to-terminal elevation angle of 43º (almost
at the edge of the defined circular urban-zone coverage of
30º), plus all possible parameters established in the preceding
sections. Tables 1 and 2 set for the remaining parameters
for usage at the transceiver and the channel-propagation
approach. Hence, the results illustrated the outcome for the
overall software-aided proposal founded on our analysis
hypotheses. Projections of the performance variations
under different conditions of modulation (4QAM, 16QAM,
64QAM), coding (Reed-Solomon convolutional coder),
and channel characteristics are displayed by means of the
bit-error rate (BER) as a function of Eb/N0.
The transceiver components (as displayed in Figure 6)
were designed around the principles of COFDM. Together
with the IEEE standards, this technique supported us with
a wide range of operating bandwidths to flexibly address
the need for various spectrum-allocation and application
requirements, as the alternative outcomes in [25, 26] have
already clarified this situation. A brief description of the
transmitter block is given, conforming to the main tasks.
Channel coding: The channel-coding stage includes
randomization, coding, and puncturing. The input data was
randomized in order to avoid long runs of ones and zeros.
The output of the data randomizer was encoded with a

Parameter
FFT size
Channel bandwidth, BW [MHz]
Sampling frequency, Fs [MHz]  nBW 8000 8000 ; n  8 7(5 MHz)
at licensed band, n  57 50 (10 & 20 MHz) at licensed band

block of a Reed-Solomon-convolutional coder (RS-CC).
The convolutional coder constraint length was seven, and
its native code rate was one-half. The puncturing block
punctured the output of the concatenated encoder to produce
variable higher code rates.
Interleaving: This block mapped adjacent encoded
bits into separated subcarriers, thus minimizing the impact
of burst errors caused by spectral nulls.
Modulation: The modulation block converted the
sequence of interleaved bits into the sequence of complex
symbols, depending on the chosen M-QAM modulation
scheme (BPSK, QAM, 16QAM, and 64QAM).
Data mapping: The data were introduced to mapping
into blocks/frames.
Pilot insertion: Pilots were inserted at this point. In
addition, at this stage all data symbols were mapped to the
data region and their corresponding logical subcarriers.
IFFT: The final stage converted the data into the time
domain for use at the radio front end, and a guard interval
(GI) was inserted after this step.
Table 1 gives the relevant parameters utilized in the
transceiver under the standards. The last tasks were applied
essentially in order to have a robust and power-spectralefficient communication outcome, aiming to the alternative
of adaptive coding modulation (ACM).
The transceiver parameters were modified into the
diverse current system characteristics according to the
propagation-channel conditions. Once the time-varying
stratospheric channel was estimated, the transmitter was
adapted to the new conditions by varying the codingmodulation type, conditioned to maintain a constant error
rate. The values of M-QAM and RS-CC coding were

Value
256
5, 10, 20
5.71 (5 MHz),
11.4, 22.8 (10 MHz, 20 MHz)

Sampling period, 1 Fs [μs]

0.175, 0.087, 0.043

Subcarrier frequency spacing, f  Fs N FFT [kHz]

22.31, 44.5, 89.03

Useful symbol period, Tb  1 f [μs]

44.81, 22.47, 11.23

Guard time, Tg  Tb CP [μs];
CP  1 4 and CP  1 32 (cyclic prefix ratio)
OFDM symbol duration, Ts  Tb  Tg [μs];
CP  1 4

and CP  1 32 (cyclic prefix ratio)
No. of used subcarriers
No. of pilot subcarriers
No. of data subcarriers
No. of null subcarriers, and dc subcarriers

11.2, 5.61, 2.8;
1.4, 0.07, 0.035
56.01, 28.08, 14.03;
46.21, 22.54, 11.265
200
8
192
55, 1

Table 1. The parameters in downlink mode for the PHY-layer, IEEE 802.16-2004 [9, 26]
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manually varied. However, they were theoretically related
to a switching process, depending on the estimation process
controlled by the value of the predicted signal-to-noise ratio.
Furthermore, we selected the same modulation case scheme
in the way that was applied to all subcarriers. Different
modulation was not considered for any group of subcarriers
(as possibly carried out by OFDM access, OFDMA).
Two scenes were assumed, according to the
surrounding situation at the outdoor terrestrial receiver (as
is shown in Figure 5). We contemplated the digital signal

scheme consisting of the two main direct and specular
reflected rays, which determined the respective fading effect
for the short-term set. The objective of this was to quantify
the needs of a more-complex channel model, considering
real situations that account for the environment and
broadband channel characterization. The settled behavior
of the whole system clearly developed and differentiated
the explicit state-oriented model, where a direct path (Loo’s
representation) and a shadowing path (Lutz’s representation)
arose, with the option to be compared to that obtained for
the Gaussian case.

Parameter
rHAPS = 21 km,
RHAPS = 0-36.15 km
(urban area, α = 90º-30º);
dHAPS = 30.72 km,
dsrp,LOS = 66.14 km,
dsrp,shadowing = 66.11 km

fc = 1820 MHz,
λ = 0.1647 m

α = 43º;
RHAPS = 22.43 km
øLOS ≤ 10º,
øshadowing > 75º,
ξ = 47º

hmbh = 20 m,
hterminal = 1.5 m,
xTB1 = 5 m,
xBB = 25 m = xbuilding,
hbuilding = 18.5 m,
Δrsrp,LOS ≤ 30 m,
Δrsrp,shadowing ≤ 15 m

LLOS = 131.48 dB:
PLHAPS,FSL = 127.4 dB,
PLTerrestrial,RSL = 0 dB
(NRB = 0),
PLEPLMRB = 0 dB,
PLTerrestrial,DD = 4.08 dB;
Lsrp,FSL = 0.0073 dB

Lshadowing = 198.91 dB:
PLHAPS,FSL = 127.4 dB,
PLTerrestrial,RSL = 8.43 dB
(NRB = 1),
PLEPLMRB = 10 dB,
PLTerrestrial,DS = 53.08 dB,
Lsrp,FSL = 0.0048 dB

Atss = 54%,
Shadowing time percentage

K = 5.5 dB
Rice-factor

μ = –13.6 dB ,
Mean power relative to LOS under
shadowing condition

σ = 2.9 dB,
Standard deviation of lognormal
fading

τA = 102.5 μs,
τB.LOS = 102.67 μs,
τB,shadowing = 102.58 μs,
Δτsrp,LOS = 0.17 μs,
Δτsrp,shadowing = 0.097 μs

Nechoes,ne > 50,
Nechoes,fe > 50
No. of multipath echoes at receiver
for the diffuse component

i = 11 taps (WSSUS tapped-delay-line
representation):
6 taps at near-echoes, and 5 taps at
far-echoes

τechoes,ne = [0 0.6) μs,
τechoes,fe = [0.6-1.2) μs
Time duration of near- and farechoes

Δτi = 0.1 μs
Equally spaced tap delay

Average power of i-th tap [μs]:
MP1,ne=–24.49, MP2,ne=–31.67,
MP3,ne=–39.21, MP4,ne=–49.03,
MP5,ne=–59.40, MP6,ne=–50.40,
MP7,fe=–51.66, MP8,fe=–57.71,
MP9,fe=–63.49, MP10,fe=–69.11,
MP11,fe=–73.47.

A1 = 0 dB
(level power of the direct-signal),
MP = –23.6 dB

A2 = –10 dB
(level power of the specular
reflection signal),
MP = –26.8 dB

Sp,ne = 10 dB/μs,
Sp,fe = 10 dB/μs
Multipath power slope decay

τe,ne = 0.069 μs,
τe,fe = 0.091 μs
Average distribution for excess
delay (near- and far-echoes)

τm,ne = 0.6 μs,
τm,fe = 1.2 μs
Maximum excess delay (near- and
far-echoes)

fD,max of ~2.4 Hz,
Maximum Doppler shift

Tcoherence ≈ 1/fD,max = 0.416 s,
Coherence time

BWcoherence ≈1/τm = 833.33 kHz,
Coherence bandwidth

Table 2. Radio propagation and channel-fading characteristics.
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The analysis processes given in the previous sections
have provided a practical means of incorporating the
shadowing case for a built-up area, and the unobstructedpath situation, for an accurate HAPS-based transmission link
prediction. Environmental situations have been successfully
applied to predict the median field strength and fading
over the received signal with good accuracy. We prevented
the transmission system from counteracting against the
signal attenuation and variations with low computational
complexity and simple physical data. We can note that the
result might particularly have been a worse outcome for the
shadowing case (Figure 7a), which effect should not have
had a high impact on the system’s performance, in spite
of the high elevation-angle value of 43º. However, within
the built-up environment influenced by the visibility and
building heights, plus a low code rate, low cyclic prefix ratio,
and high nominal bandwidth usage, the signal underwent
low performance (Figure 7a). The complete calculations
also showed that the performance got better for the direct
path (Figure 7b), because of the existence of the line-ofsight situation, and less impact from the built-up structures.
Moreover, the owned application and simulation
have been virtually required that one can have line of
sight state communications much of the time given the
power limited nature of the actual surreal HAPS-based
system. The concept of the combination of the shadowed
and un-shadowed cases (i.e., the state-oriented model)
was performed, but without the actions to introduce it into
a single-channel simulation run. Rather, it was compared
with the two possible scenarios existing within the urbanarea coverage. We assumed that the channel was in each of
the states for a certain percentage of time (with help from
the land-mobile satellite system empirical approaches).
Separate simulations were then conducted, using each of
the models. The outcomes were then combined in a uniform
manner according to the suppositions of the percentage of
time spent in each state.
The implementation of this last approach has
limitations based on neglecting the channel state’s transition
effects, where the communication condition would be
changing from one state to another. The fading-mitigation
techniques may be sensitive to such changes for each case.
Correspondingly, we can remark that singularly,
very little measured and other advanced theoretical data
exist nowadays to use as references for comparison to
our model, specifically with the specifications used for
performance evaluation. Hence, worth limitations for our
HAPS-based proposal where presumed in order to reflect
the real application as a wireless access system. However,
on the positive side for the broadband application, we had
an approximation to the fading countermeasures with the
technology used. These can possibly be compared with the
general and real performance predictions from wireless
terrestrial studies; shadowing and direct conditions could
be included.
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The system demonstrated in this case is an ongoing
work. Based on simulations, it has been proven that the
HAPS-based approach model can be an alternative and
supportive system to those wireless systems already defined
for practical real applications, based on data primarily
obtained from terrestrial and satellite campaign research.
In the interim, the utilization of channel coding and OFDM
techniques were sufficient requirements to realize palpable,
reliable, and robust communications based on a stratospheric
platform for the metropolitan coverage service area.

5. Conclusions
This paper has presented a WiMAX HAPS-based
downlink performance analysis, using a proposal for the
HAPS-to-fixed terminal channel at L band. Free-space loss
plus deterministic ray tracing and statistical approaches have
been used to provide more realistic predictions of the HAPS
service coverage sector for a stipulated building grouping
and position. Miscellaneous simulations by means of biterror rate as a function of Eb N o were achieved for the
performance of the system, using the air-interface scheme
proposed in fixed WiMAX. The COFDM technique offered
advantages for our specific conditions of channel modeling
and environment. Finally, it was observed that additional
work is also needed to determine methods to open the fixed
condition to mobility of both the receiver and the platform.
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